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Boston, MA As the corporate real estate market shifts during the unprecedented times brought on
by COVID-19, Corderman & Company has found effective solutions to develop new safety
measures while building and maintaining industry presence. 

As the market evolves, it is increasingly clear that firms are looking to partner with construction
managers who have a dedicated history of work and expertise in corporate interiors. From small, yet
impactful modifications to enhance the safety of employees, to larger projects that re-examine
traditional open office floor plans, Corderman & Co. believes that through collaboration and a shared
mission, we can be safer together. 

“Businesses are investing significant resources and capital to redefine the safety of the workplace
experience. I am confident that the incredible expertise, perseverance, and professionalism of the
Corderman & Co. team will inspire the collaborative energy necessary to support our clients during
this unprecedented time,” said founder and principal, David Corderman. 

Catering to unique return-to-work strategies and office layouts, Corderman & Co. has implemented
office environment reconfigurations, touchless technology, protective barriers, air quality
assessments, and more for a multitude of new and returning clients. Notable upgrades have been
completed for high-profile lobbies and traffic areas at 99 High St., 7 Post Office Sq., 20-21 Custom
House, and 500 Boylston St. 

Corporate, legal, and financial services firms have provided upgrades for socially distant
workstations, amenity centers, and restroom reconfigurations. 

Given the wide variety of return-to-work programs driven by the evolving local, state, and building
requirements, Corderman & Co. is available to help clients develop personalized solutions during
this stressful and challenging time. From offices to schools, no two projects are exactly alike;
however, one underlying factor remains the same as workplaces adapt to the new normal: We are
safer together.
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